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THE WATER CYCLE PACK
This education pack is designed for a range of ages between Key Stages 2 and 3 during Science and Geography Schemes of Work, as well as encouraging basic numeracy, literacy and Personal, Social and Health Education. The exercises are particularly useful when designing lesson plans that cover Schemes of Work:
Science Units  - 2b: Plants and animals in the local environment - 4b: Habitats- 5b: Life cycles Geography Units - 6: Investigating the local environment - 8: Improving the environment- 11: Water- 14: Investigating rivers
The pack is divided into four sections, with each section containing several exercises and a general lesson plan:
Section ExercisesUnderstanding the Water Cycle The water cycle  (Geog 11)The local environment (Geog 6  &11)Water pathways across the farm (Geog 11)River Wildlife River beasties identification key (Sci 2b) Food chain game (Sci 2b & 4b)Food web (Sci 2b & 4b)Life cycles (Sci 5b)Pond Life Food chain game extra (Sci 2b & 4b)The wildlife pond (Sci 2b)River Pollution Water quality (Sci 2b & Geog 6, 8, 11 &14)River management (Sci 4b & Geog 6, 8, 11 &14)Nutrient cycle & wetlands (Sci 4b & Geog 6, 8, 11 &14)Water Savings Water saving reminders (Geog 6, 8 &11)
COPYRIGHT
Teachers studying the water cycle with pupils may photocopy materials for classroom or fieldwork activities. This pack is not to be lent, sold or copied without written permission from the Westcountry Rivers Trust. If you do photocopy sheets from this pack for your pupils you must copy the copyright symbol. If you would like to comment on this pack, contact the Westcountry Rivers Trust (contact details on previous page).

The Water Cycle
TEACHERS’ NOTES
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Use a classroom map to draw and label your local environment including:
Local rivers
Local Towns 
The Sea
Main Road
Your School     S
Your House      H
What else can you label?

Understanding the Water Cycle Water pathways over the farm II

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2004
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

The Sea

WaterVapour

River

Clouds

Spring Water Table

Septic Tank
Rain Guttering

Land

Ponds

WaterTank

 Tributary

WaterPump

Water Trough

Toilets

SoakAway &Purification

Animals

Add Arrow heads to these lines to show the pathways that water moves over the farm
Cut out the individual boxes and add your own arrows to show other ways the water may move over the farm

Understanding the Water Cycle Lesson Plan

Understanding the Water Cycle The Water Cycle II
Add arrows to show the direction the water moves in and either write the letters A-I onto 
the diagram or cut and paste these notes to show the different parts of the water cycle.
A. Water evaporates from the surface of the 

sea as pure water vapour
B. Water vapour forms clouds

C. Clouds are blown across the land
D. As the clouds rise up over the hills they 

are cooled
E. As the clouds cool the water vapour in 

them condenses
F. Condensed water precipitates as rain, 

sleet or snow
G. Water flows down-hill in streams which 

join up to make rivers
H. Rivers flow down-hill and transport the 

water to the sea
I. Some water percolates through the land 

until it reaches the bedrock
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2004
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Understanding the Water Cycle The Local Environment

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

LESSON PLAN
Objectives- To know how the water cycle works and have an understanding of the words:  evaporation, purification, transportation, precipitation, storage, condensation and percolation.
- To identify features of the local rivers and environment near the school
- To identify water related features on a farm and identify some of the different water pathways. 
Schemes of Work relevanceKey stage 2 Geography Units - 6: Investigating the local environment- 11: Water
Teaching Activities1 Children should be introduced to the water cycle and the terms evaporation, purification, transportation, precipitation, storage, condensation, percolation explained in relation to the environment around them.
2 Get the children to act out the water cycle as droplets of water, going from the sea to the airas water vapour then condensing to form clouds, precipitating as rain, sleet or snow and following a variety of pathways once on the land (e.g. Into a pond, drunk by a cow, back ontothe land and into the river!).
3 Complete the different work sheets running through the basic water cycle, where they live inrelation to their local rivers, aspects of the water cycle on the farm and the pathways water takes as it moves across the farm.
4 Chart the pathway that a drop of water falling on the school buildings or surrounding land may taketo get back to the sea.

Understanding the Water Cycle The Water Cycle I

You may photocopy materials for classroom use

Add Arrow heads to these lines to show the direction that water moves through the Water Cycle.
Cut out these pictures, mix them up and then place them in the correct order

Add the following words in the appropriate places where they might happen : 

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Understanding the Water Cycle Water pathways over the farm I

Put arrows on the picture to label the different places where water is found on farms.What other labels can you add to the picture?How might waste water move over the farm?

SpringReed bed

Wetland

Water table

Bore hole
Water-trough Toilets Gutter

River

Pond

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Sewage treatment    biodigester



Understanding the Water Cycle The Water Cycle I

You may photocopy materials for classroom use

Add Arrow heads to these lines to show the direction that water moves through the Water Cycle.
Cut out these pictures, mix them up and then place them in the correct order
Add the following words in the appropriate places where they might happen : evaporation, purification, transportation, precipitation, storage, condensation, percolation.

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005



Understanding the Water Cycle The Water Cycle II
Add arrows to show the direction of water movement and either write the letters A-J onto the diagram or cut and paste these notes to show the different parts of the water cycle.

A. Water evaporates from the surface of the sea as pure water vapour
B. Water vapour forms clouds

C. Clouds are blown across the land
D. As the clouds rise up over the hills they are cooled
E. As the clouds cool the water vapour in them condenses
F. Condensed water precipitates as rain, sleet or snow
G. Water flows down-hill in streams which join up to make rivers

H. Rivers flow down-hill and transport the water to the sea
I. Material eroding from one bank deposits on the other bank forming large bends
J. Some water percolates through the land until it reaches the bedrock

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005



Understanding the Water Cycle The Local Environment
Use a classroom map to draw and label your local environment including:
Local rivers

Local Towns 

The Sea

Main Road

Your School S
Your House H
What else can you label?

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005



Understanding the Water Cycle Water pathways across the farm I

Put arrows on the picture to label the different places where water is found on a farm.What other labels can you add to the picture?How might waste water move across the farm?

SpringReed bed

Wetland

Water table

Bore hole
Water-trough Toilets Gutter

River

Pond

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Sewage treatment    biodigester



Understanding the Water Cycle Water pathways across the farm II

 Sea

WaterVapour

River

Clouds

Spring Water Table

BiodigesterTankRain

Land

Ponds

WaterTank

 Tributary

WaterPump

Water Trough

Toilets

Reedbed

Animals

Add Arrow heads to these lines to show the pathways that water moves over a farm
Cut out the individual boxes and add your own arrows to show other ways the water may move across the farm

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Wetland

Guttering



River Wildlife Lesson Plan
LESSON PLAN
Objectives
- To use a key to identify plants and animals in the local environment from river or pond habitats
- To understand the importance of the food chain and web within the river habitat and how    it affects the life cycle of other animals.
- To know the stages of an animal’s life cycle
Schemes of Work relevance
Key stage 2 Science Units - 2b:  Plants and animals in the local environment- 4b:  Habitats- 5b:  Life Cycles
Teaching Activities
1 Children should be introduced to the use of identification keys and how they can be used when identifying river or pond species (REMEMBER - When handling animals always becareful and wash your hands afterwards).
2 Photocopy the food chain game cards onto card and cut them out (photocopy more sets ifnecessary). Shuffle the cards and share them out between players. The Player with a sun goes first, other players take it in turn to try and place a card to make a food chain. When a top predator is laid, and no-one can go any further, the player who laid the predator card picks up the cards and displays them as a food chain.
3 Use the food chain game cards and group them into: Primary Producers, Consumers, Herbivores, Omnivores and Predators 

Water and Wildlife Food Web 

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

Join these animals and plants together in a food web using arrows to show the movement of energy from the sun down different food chains

Water and Wildlife Life Cycles 
SALMON LIFE CYCLELabel the picture with the different stages A - G of the Salmon life cycle A. The Spring Salmon swim up the river in which the hatched to breed. 

B. The female salmon creates a pit in the gravel with her tail, known as a ‘redd’, she releases her eggs and the male releases his sperm on top of the eggs
C. The fertilised eggs are covered with more gravel
D. The eggs hatch into aelvin in the spring and remain in the gravel feeding off their yolk sac.

E. Eventually they use up the yolk sac and become fry
F. When they leave the site where they hatched they are known as parr
G.  When the fish have reached a certain size, which takes between 2 and 5 years, they prepare to run to sea and are called smolts

H. Once out at sea the salmon may spend several years at sea before returning as Spring Salmon

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Water and Wildlife River beasties identification Key 

Use the key to identify river and pond animal. Cut out the pictures and use other questions to create a different key.

START HERE  Does it have a shell or case?  Is the case made of leaves or twigs?  Cased Caddisfly Larva

 Pond Snail
Does it move by looping alongwith the help of a sucker?

 Sludge Worm

Its it long and thin with more than 15 body segments?

Leech  FreshwaterShrimp

Water Louse

Midge Larva

Does it have more than 6 legs?

Does it swim on its side?

Does it have one or more tails?

Water Boatman

Does it have more than one tail?

Alderfly Larva

Does it have more than two tails?

Are the tails more than half the body length?

 CaselessCaddisfly Larva Stonefly Nymph

Are the tails short and stubby?

Dragonfly Nymph

Does it have feathery gills along each side?

Damselfly Nymph

Mayfly Nymph

Does it have legs?

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Bull Rush

ENERGY SOURCESAll nymphs, all plants,snails, newts, tadpole,young frogs
BIRD

Duck

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals
INSECT

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

MINIBEAST

Freshwater Shrimp

ENERGY SOURCESTadpole, young fish,water fleas, shrimp,water louse

Damselfly Nymph

ENERGY SOURCESPlants

MAMMAL

Water Vole

ENERGY SOURCESOther adult insects and small flies

Dragonfly

ENERGY SOURCESFish, frogs and newts

MAMMAL

Otter

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

CaselessCaddisfly larva

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Bull Rush

INSECT INSECT INSECT

CasedCaddisfly larva

Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards

Y NN

Y N

Y N
Y N

Y N

Y N
Y N

Y
N

Y
N

Y
N
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River Wildlife River beasties identification Key 

Use the key to identify river and pond animals. Cut out the pictures and use other questions to create a different key.
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

START HERE  Does it have a shell or case?

Does it have legs?

 Is the case made of stones, leaves or twigs?  Cased Caddisfly Larva

 Pond SnailDoes it move by looping alongwith the help of a sucker?

 Sludge Worm

Is it long and thin with more than 15 body segments?

Leech  FreshwaterShrimp

Water Louse

Midge Larva

Does it have 6 legs or less?

Does it swim on its side?

Does it have one or more tails?

Water Boatman

Does it have more than one tail?

Alderfly Larva

Does it have more than two tails?

Are the tails longer than     the body is wide?

 CaselessCaddisfly Larva Stonefly Nymph

Are the tails short and stubby?

Dragonfly Nymph

Does it have feathery gills along each side or on its back?

Damselfly Nymph

Mayfly Nymph

NO YES

NO
YES

NO
YESNO

YES

NOYES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES

NO YES
NO YES

NO YES



ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Water-crowfoot

ENERGY SOURCESAll nymphs, all plants,snails, newts, tadpole,young frogs
BIRD

Duck

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals
INSECT

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

MINIBEAST

Freshwater Shrimp

ENERGY SOURCESTadpole, young fish,water fleas, shrimp,water louse

Damselfly Nymph

ENERGY SOURCESPlants

MAMMAL

Water Vole

ENERGY SOURCESOther adult insects and small flies

Dragonfly

ENERGY SOURCESFish, frogs and newts

MAMMAL

Otter

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

CaselessCaddisfly larva

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

INSECT INSECT INSECT

CasedCaddisfly larva

Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards

Water-crowfoot



ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Water starwort

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of dead plantsand animals

Freshwater Shrimp

ENERGY SOURCESwater fleas, shrimp,water louse, midge larva
INSECT

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, all water plants and algae

MINIBEAST

Pond Snail

ENERGY SOURCESTadpole, young fish,water fleas, shrimp,water louse

Damselfly Nymph

ENERGY SOURCESMayfly, adult midge,pond skater, caddisfly,small flies
AMPHIBIAN

Frog

ENERGY SOURCESTadpole, young fish,water fleas, shrimp,water louse

Dragonfly Nymph
ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

CaselessCaddisfly larva

INSECT INSECT INSECT

Alderfly larva

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of dead plantsand animals

Water Louse

INSECTMINIBEAST

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

Stonefly  Nymph

INSECT
Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards



ENERGY SOURCESDiving beetle, tadpole,all nymphs, water flea,snail, midge larva
FISH

Bullhead
ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

MINIBEAST

Sludge Worm

ENERGY SOURCESDoes not eat as an adult,it uses the energy gained as a nymph

Adult Mayfly

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,sludge worm, midge larva
AMPHIBIAN

Tadpole

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

Mayfly Nymph

INSECT INSECT

Water Flea
ENERGY SOURCESDiving beetle, tadpole,all nymphs, water flea,snail, midge larva

FISH

Salmon

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

Midge Larva

INSECT

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

Pond Skater

INSECT

MINIBEAST

Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards

ENERGY SOURCESDiving beetle, tadpole,all nymphs, water flea,snail, midge larva
FISH

Bullhead



ENERGY SOURCESSunlight is the source ofenergy for all living thingson earth
SUNLIGHT

Sun

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Particles of dead plants

ENERGY SOURCESWater flea, midgelarva, snails, tadpole,all nymphs

Great Diving Beetle

Leech

INSECT

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight is the source ofenergy for all living thingson earth
SUNLIGHT

Sun

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Particles of dead plants

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight is the source ofenergy for all living thingson earth
SUNLIGHT

Sun

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Particles of dead plants

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight is the source ofenergy for all living thingson earth
SUNLIGHT

Sun

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Particles of dead plants
ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

MINIBEAST
Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards



River Wildlife  Food Web 

Join these animals and plants together in a food web using arrows to show the movement of energy from the sun down different food chains (an example is shown)
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005



River Wildlife Life Cycles 
SALMON LIFE CYCLEAdd arrow heads and label the picture with the different stages A - G of the Salmon life cycle A. The Adult Salmon return from feeding at sea and swim up the river in which they hatched, to breed. 

B. In the autumn the female salmon creates a pit in the gravel with her tail, known as a ‘redd’, she releases her eggs and the male releases his sperm on top of the eggs
C. The fertilised eggs are covered with more gravel
D. The eggs hatch into aelvin in the spring and remain in the gravel feeding off their yolk sac.

E. Eventually the aelvin use up the yolk sac and become fry
F. When the fry leave the site where they hatched they are known as parr

G.  When the fish have reached a certain size, which takes between 1 and 3 years, they prepare to run to sea and are called smolts

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005



Pond Life Lesson Plan
LESSON PLAN
Objectives
- To use the cards from this and the previous section to identify plants and animals in the local    environment from pond habitats
- To understand the importance of the food chain and web within the pond habitat and how    it affects the life cycle of other animals.
- To know the features that make a good wildlife pond.
Schemes of Work relevance
Key stage 2 Science Units - 2b:  Plants and animals in the local environment- 4b:  Habitats
Teaching Activities
1 Add the photocopied pond cards to the previous food chain game cards. Shuffle the cards and share them out between players. The Player with a sun goes first, other players take it in turn to try and place a card to make a food chain. When no-one can go any further as a top predator is laid, the player who laid the predator card picks up the cards and displays them as a food chain.
2 Use the food chain game cards and group them into: Primary Producers, Consumers, Herbivores, Omnivores and Predators 
3 Use the food chain game cards to create a food web
4 Look at what makes a good wildlife pond and compare it with local ponds

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Bull Rush

ENERGY SOURCESAll nymphs, all plants,snails, newts, tadpole,young frogs
BIRD

Duck

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals
INSECT

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

MINIBEAST

Freshwater Shrimp

ENERGY SOURCESTadpole, young fish,water fleas, shrimp,water louse

Damselfly Nymph

ENERGY SOURCESWater boatman, sludge worm, small nymphs and larva, water flea
AMPHIBIAN

Newt

ENERGY SOURCESOther adult insects and small flies

Dragonfly

ENERGY SOURCESAll nymphs, all plants,snails, newts, tadpole,young frogs
BIRD

Duck

ENERGY SOURCESMicro-plants, algae,particles of deadplants and animals

CaselessCaddisfly larva

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Bull Rush

INSECT INSECT INSECT

CasedCaddisfly larva

Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Pond life The wildlife pond

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

Fish are not stocked as they tend to prey on most other pond animals 

Variety of depths and a muddybottom increases the range ofhabitats in the pond fordifferent plants and animals 
The pond and the surrounding “wild animals” will attract a new range ofwildlife into the garden bringingcolours and sounds from thecountryside to the back door



ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Bull Rush

ENERGY SOURCESParticles of deadplants and animals

MINIBEAST

Freshwater Shrimp

ENERGY SOURCESTadpole, young fish,water fleas, shrimp,water louse

Damselfly Nymph

ENERGY SOURCESWater boatman, sludge worm, small nymphs and larva, water flea

AMPHIBIAN

Newt

ENERGY SOURCESOther adult insects and small flies

Dragonfly

ENERGY SOURCESAll nymphs, all plants,snails, newts, tadpole,young frogs
BIRD

Duck
ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Reed Mace

INSECT INSECT

Photocopy onto card and cut out these cards

ENERGY SOURCESSunlight

PLANT

Arrowhead

ENERGY SOURCESDiving beetle, tadpole,all nymphs, water flea,snail, midge larva
FISH

Stickleback
ENERGY SOURCESDiving beetle, tadpole,all nymphs, water flea,snail, midge larva

FISH

Stickleback



Pond Life The wildlife pond

You may photocopy materials for classroom use
© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

You may not want to stock fish in a small garden pond as they tend to prey on most other pond animals 

Variety of depths and a muddybottom increases the range ofhabitats in the pond fordifferent plants and animals 
The pond and the surrounding “wild animals” will attract a new range ofwildlife into the garden bringingcolours and sounds from thecountryside to the back door

Lock at a local pond and see what features might make it a good wildlife pond.Are there any changes that might increase the amount of wildlife in the pond?



River Pollution Lesson Plan
LESSON PLAN
Objectives- To know some of the different types of river pollution and the pathways it takes to get into a river
- To investigate the quality of a local river from a sample of the species present
- To know some of the effects of poor habitat management and the ways in which to improve the local habitat
- To know how the nutrients over the farm land are recycled and think about how nutrients are lost
Schemes of Work relevanceKey stage 2 Science Units - 4b: HabitatsKey stage 2 Geography Units - 6: Investigating the local environment- 8: Improving the environment- 11: Water- 14: Investigating rivers
Teaching Activities
1 Children should use the water pathways across the farm work sheet (Water Cycle section)to identify potential pollution routes  as well as discuss other sources of pollution such As road run-off, untreated sewage and industrial waste.
2 Children should use the identification guide in the Water and Wildlife section to identify the animals present in their local river and investigate the quality of its water. 
3 Use the habitat worksheets to identify poor river management  and good river management.
4 Investigate the nutrient cycle in relation to the local environment and report on the current quality of the river, what might be affecting the quality and discuss how it could be improved.

River Pollution Water Quality

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2004
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

8

10

5

6

8

4

3

6

1

7

5

3

2 3
Add up the numbers for the animals you foundAdd up the numbers of types of animals found
Divide the number for A by the number for B

ABC

WATER QUALITY Pollution can be measured by looking at the chemicals in the river, but it is easier to look at the animals living in the river. The animals that live in the river are there all the time, so pollution will affect them. 
To measure the quality of the water we calculate the Biotic Index, which works by giving each animal a score that tells whether they are sensitive to pollution (10 means they are very sensitive - 1 means they can live in a polluted river. To measure the Biotic Index you need to:
1 Use your key to identify a sample of animals from the river
2 Identify which animals you have and tick the empty box
3  Add up the sensitivity scores for all the ticked boxes and write it in box A
4 Add up the number of boxes you ticked and write it in box B
5 Divide box A by box B to give the Biotic Index.
The answer should lie between 0 (no life at all) and 10 (probably a very clean river),. The higher the score the less polluted the river. 

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2005

River Pollution River Management  

© Westcountry Rivers Trust 2004
You may photocopy materials for classroom use

Poor River Management

Good River Management

RIVER MANAGEMENTLabel the two pictures from A - H using the comments written below and then discuss in your group the questions at the bottom of the page
A - Unlimited cattle access leading to pollution and erosion

B - Narrowed channel, clear water full of life
C - River bank side removal of trees to in increase the number of plants and decrease over shading

D - Excess tree cover leading to over shading and erosion
E - Alternative drinking points for cattle and wide banks create a wildlife zone protecting the river

F - Clean river gravels crawling with animals
G - Flood resistant fencing to keep cattle out of the river
H - Shallow muddy water in over-widened channels with little wildlife

QuestionsWhat might the effects of poor river management be on the river bank and the river wildlife?

River Pollution Nutrient Cycle 
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NUTRIENT LOSS AND POLLUTIONAnswer the following questions:
1 Where might nutrients be lost in this cycle?
2What might happen if the nutrients get washed away into the river
3How might the following stop nutrients getting into the river:- Fencing off the river?- Planting a reed bed next to the river?- Leaving a buffer strip of land  between the animals and the river?- Recreating wetlands between intensively   managed land and the river?

 

THE NUTRIENT CYCLEAdd arrow heads and label the picture with the four different stages: GRASS - The grass or crops grow using the nutrients in the soil. 
LIVESTOCK - The animals eat the grass or crops so they can create energy to live 

MANURE - The animals excrete their waste which falls to the ground. 
SOIL - Small animals in the soil, like worms, change the nutrients in the manure so they can be used by the grass or crops



River Pollution Water Quality
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  Add up the numbers for the animals you found
Add up the numbers of types of animals found
Divide the number for A by the number for B

ABC

WATER QUALITY Pollution can be measured by looking at the chemicals in the river but it is easier to look at the animals living in the river. The animals that live in the river are there all the time so pollution will affect them. 
To measure the quality of the water we calculate the Biotic Index which works by giving each animal a score that tells whether they are sensitive to pollution (10 means they are very sensitive - 1 means they can live in a polluted river). To measure the Biotic Index you need to:
1 Use your key to identify a sample of animals from the river
2 Identify which animals you have and tick the empty box
3 Add up the sensitivity scores for all the ticked boxes and write it in box A
4 Add up the number of boxes you  ticked and write it in box B
5 Divide box A by box B to give the Biotic Index.
The answer should lie between 0 (no life at all) and 10 (probably a very clean river). The higher the score, the less polluted the river. 
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River Pollution River Management  
Poor River Management

Good River Management

RIVER MANAGEMENTLabel the two pictures from A - H using the comments written below and then discuss in your group the question at the bottom of the page
A - Unlimited cattle access leading to pollution and erosion

B - Narrowed channel, clear water full of life
C - Coppicing of river bank trees to increase the number of river plants and decrease over-shading
D - Excess multistemmed tree cover leading to over-shading and erosion

E - Alternative drinking points for cattle and a wide  wildlife zone that protects the river
F - Clean river gravels crawling with lots of animals

G - Flood resistant fencing to keep cattle out of the river
H - Shallow muddy water in over-widened channel with little wildlife

QuestionsWhat might the effects of poor river management be on the river bank and the river wildlife?
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River Pollution Nutrient Cycle & Wetlands 
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NUTRIENT LOSS AND POLLUTIONAnswer the following questions:
1 Where might nutrients be lost in this cycle?
2 What might happen if the nutrients get washed away into the river?
3 How might the following stop nutrients getting into the river:- Fencing off the river?- Creating reed beds within ditches?- Leaving a buffer strip of land   between the animals and the river?- Recreating wetlands between intensively   managed land and the river?

THE NUTRIENT CYCLEAdd arrow heads and label the picture with the four different stages: GRASS - The grass or crops grow using the nutrients in the soil. 
LIVESTOCK - The animals eat the grass or crops so they can create energy to live 

MANURE - The animals excrete their waste which falls to the ground. 
SOIL - Small animals in the soil, like worms, change the nutrients in the manure so they can be used by the grass or crops



Water SavingsLesson PlanLESSON PLAN
Objectives
- To know that humans extract water from the rivers for their own use (both for farming, industry and the   general public) and that when this is done during the summer, when rainfall is low, rivers, streams, ponds   and lakes are in danger of drying up. This is a big problem in tourism areas as visitors stay mainly in the   summer months. When a river dries up it takes about two years for animals to move back in and recover.
- To know that children can do their bit by saving water and that this not only helps the rivers and wildlife but   also saves their parents money as they do not have to pay for wasted water.
Schemes of Work relevance
Key stage 2 Geography Units - 6: Investigating the local environment- 8: Improving the environment- 11: Water
Teaching Activities
Use a set of reminders for each child and help them to calculate possible water savings at home using the ideas below. The figures below of £0.003 per litre are based on water metered at a cost of £0.00092 per litre (92p per cubic metre) plus sewerage charge of £0.00195  per litre (195p per cubic metre). It is estimated by the water companies that 95% of the water we use goes through the sewage system - discuss where the other 5% goes?
Shower instead of a bath - A full bath holds 150 litres, if you had a bath everyday you would use 54750 litres per year (150 x 365 = 54750).This 
means it costs you £164 per year (54750 x 0.003 = 164). A 10 minute shower uses 60 litres, therefore you would use 21900 litres per year (60 x 365 = 21900) at a cost of £66 per year (21900 x 0.003 = 66). This means it costs £98 less if you have showers (£164 - £66 = £98).How many people are there in your house and how much could you save per year?
Leaving the tap on whilst you brush your teeth - If you leave the tap running you waste 30 litres of water (15 litres per minute), therefore 
21900 litres per year (30 x 2 (day and night) x 365 = 21900), therefore £66 per year. How much would this save in your house?

Water Savings
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Washing your handsDon’t let the tap run use a plug!

You could save £14 per person per year! 

Do you use a garden sprinkler?
Plan a garden that needs less water, recyclebath water and use water butts to collect rainwater

Save over £50 per year! 

Re-use bath waterNot only can you save water by sharing bath water but you can re-use it in the garden by fitting a joiner tap onto your down pipe

Washing the car Using a bucket of water rather than a hosesaves you 140 litres per wash 

You could save £15   per year! You could save £20 per person per year! 

Water Savings
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Have a shower instead of a bathA full bath uses 150 litres of water!

You could save £66 per person per year! 

Don’t leave the tap on whilst brushing your teethUse a glass of water instead

You could save £44 per person per year! 

Washing MachineWash only full loads

You could save £15  per year! 

Flushing the ToiletSave 3 litres per flush by putting a South West Water HIPPO in your cistern 

You could save £9 per person per year! 
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Water SavingsWater savings reminders
Have a shower instead of a bath

A full bath uses 150 litres of water!

You could save £98 per person per year! 

Don’t leave the tap on whilst brushing your teeth
Use a glass of water instead

You could save £66 per person per year! 

Washing Machine
Wash only full loads

You could save £23  per year! 

Flushing the Toilet
Save 3 litres per flush by putting a South West Water HIPPO in your cistern 

You could save £13 per person per year! 
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Water SavingsWater savings reminders
Washing your hands
Don’t let the tap run use a plug!

You could save £22 per person per year! 

Do you use a garden sprinkler?
Plan a garden that needs less water, recyclebath water and use water butts to collect rainwater

Save over £75 per year! 

Re-use bath waterNot only can you save water by sharing bath water but you can re-use it in the garden by fitting a joiner tap onto your down pipe

Washing the car 
Using a bucket of water rather than a hosesaves you 140 litres per wash 

You could save £22 per year! You could save £30 per person per year! 
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